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An amazing array of free software is available to download and use, even free software for web design. As a result, no matter what software you need, there should be a free alternative that is.Q: Nested Query - Returning all rows I am trying to achieve the output I want. I have two tables, one
called campaigns and the other called campaigns_attachments. The campaigns_attachments has the id as a primary key. The campaigns table has two columns, the id and the attachments (the location of the attachment). Campaigns id, name Campaigns_Attachments id, campaign_id, attachment
Below is my table structure: | campaign_attachments | +---------------------+ | 1 | +---------------------+ + campaigns | +-------------------+ | id | name | +-------------------+ | 1 | Test campaign | +-------------------+ If I run the below query with the latest id's it returns me the campaigns with all of their attachments:
SELECT * FROM campaigns as c LEFT JOIN campaigns_attachments as c_a ON c_a.campaign_id = c.id WHERE c.id = 1667 Now if I run the query again and add a nested query, it returns the first row in the campaigns_attachments table but not the second row. SELECT * FROM campaigns as c
LEFT JOIN campaigns_attachments as c_a ON c_a.campaign_id = c.id WHERE c.id = 1667 +-------+---------------------+ | id | name | +
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